
 
CAMPING CARAVANING     INTERNAL RULES 
PARC DES MAURETTES     
 
Access, installation and stay on this private area require the authorization of the management. Campers have to observe the present internal rules during the entire period 
of the stay. The admittance to this area is exclusively reserved for tourists (decree dated 11/01/93, item 2). Minors which are not accompanied by their parents or legal 
responsible will not be admitted ont the campground. 
 
Representatives, salesmen, panhandlers, sollicitors, alm collectors, as well as religious or political proselytism are not admitted. 
 
RECEPTION : HIGH and MID-SEASON : 09.00 a.m. to 10 p.m.  WINTER SEASON : 09.00 a.m to 07.00 p.m. 
 
RECEPTION DESK : Provides information about registration, admission conditions, rates and services: food, supermarket, sports, touristical trips in the surrounding 
areas, excursions, recommendations, useful addresses and time tables: trains, taxis, doctors etc... 
 
REGISTRATION : Deposit of the valid International Camping Card, insurance, car licence. Presentation of the identy card, passport, driver’s licence. All camping 
guests have to complete all formalities required by the Police (even if staying just for one night). 
 
PAYMENT : The calculation applies from 12.00 a.m. to 12.00 a.m. and has to be settled weekly (according to rates, cathegory reference and  number of nights) by 
      Account payment : for an entire or for a splitted week, depending of length of stay 
      Payment by expired week : with the valid International Camping Card  
      Reservation : according to the stipulated reservation contract 
  
DEPARTURE : Please advise the reception desk the evening before leaving. If you intend to leave outside office hours, the payment must be settled the evening before 
your departure. 
 
PARKING : Possible for caravans and campingcars. Payment of retaining fees is requested. Deposit of valid insurance document and car licence. 
 
INSTALLATION : Tents, caravans and camping-cars have to be installed on the attributed place. For unoccupied remaining installations, you pay the daily calculated 
price as provided, without any deduction, except by special agreement of the manager. According to the official circular dated 14/10/93, no additional fittings or 
equipment (except the regular shed) are authorized,  except by special authorization. 
 
VEHICLES : Cars, motorbikes and camping-cars have to drive slowly (step speed).  
Make sure the parking does not hinder the driveway and leave your car only on the attributed place. In the camping area, we accept only vehicles belonging to the 
camping guests. Car washing is only authorized in the sanitary station. 
 
VISITORS : They are allowed from 09.00 a.m. to 07.00 p.m. and have to present themselves at the reception desk. They depend entirely on the  responsability of the 
receiving campers. Visitors are allowed to benefit of all services available and therefore have to pay the destined fee. Their car has to be parked on the indicated place. 
 
HYGIENE AND BEHAVIOUR : No one should harm the cleanness and good aspect of the camping area. 
- Correct behaviour is required. Every person who attempts upon good and correct manners will be expelled from the camp area immediately and without any right of 
compensation. 
- Don’t pour polluted and used waters, neither on the soil, nor into bushes or in pluvial gratings. 
- Household garbage, bottles and papers must be disposed in the installed garbage cans. 
- In case of any contagious disease, the attempted camper may not remain on the camp ground and has to be evacuated immediately. 
- Dogs and other pets always have to be kept on the leash. The owners should never leave them alone, not even in the locked car. The decree from 22 january 1985 
requires the presentation of the vaccination book (rabies, tattoo), the wear of a collar indicating name and address of the responsable owner. Those have to clean the 
impurities. 
- In the furnished holiday rentals, there is prohibition of: letting the animals in the beds, using the sheets as accomodation, leaving them alone, even locked up. 
- Make the final cleaning in the entire location (coat hair ….). A close examination will be carried out at your departure. In case of deficiency, the deposit payment may 
be retained. 
- Chemical toilets have to be drained in the ‘special waste buckets” 
- The hanging of the loundry has to be decent and should not reach the  neighbouring places. The hanging of underwear is allowed only during morning hours until 11 
am. Dish and loundry washing is only allowed in the troughs installed therefore. 
- The plantation has to be conserved. Don’t bang nails into the trees and don’t cut branches. 
 

EVERY DAMAGE HAS TO BE PAID BY ITS INITIATOR 
 
GAMES : Parents have to assume the whole responsability of their children. Children under 5 years require permanent surveyance. 
No kind of violent game is admitted within the camping area. Don’t use the television and meeting room neither for noisy games nor for taking meals. During 
broadcasts, silence is required. 
 
NOISE : Absolute silence has to be kept between 10.00 pm and 07.00 am.  All over the day and particularly during the night, we ask you to  avoid noise and loud 
discussions which may annoy the immediate neighbourhood. 
- Radios, recorders and televisions must be adjusted as low as possible.  
- During the night, car circulation in the camping area has to be very quite, especially when closing the car doors. 
 
SAFETY - THEFTS : The direction declines all responsability for valuables, which have not been deposited in the proposed individual safes. 
Take all safety measures to avoid loosing valuables, like money, jewellery, cameras, watches etc.. 
- The camper is responsible for his installation. 
- The management declines all responsability in case of incidents or accidents between campers. 
 
FIRE / PROTECTION : A safety box for first aid is available at the reception desk. 
- Barbecues, spirit stoves, as well as open fires are strictly forbidden. 
- If you detect a fire or strange smokes, please advise immediately the direction. 
- In case of fire emergency, extinguishers and water hoses are at your immediate disposal. 
- Caravans: only unlocked crutches and chocks are allowed. Coupling systems must be unlocked and not hinder the evacuation. They must be provided with an 
individual fire extinguisher. 
 
RESPONSIBLE OF THE AREA :  

1) He surveys that this internal rules are carried out and has the duty to penalize any disrespect. 
2) Can make dispositions which, in case of disrespect, may lead to the expulsion of the initiator. 
3) In cases of  penalty, expulsion with the assistance of  police force. 

 
SUGGESTIONS AND COMPLAINS : Both are examined and considered with pleasure. Please write them down and leave them at the management,  supplied with 
your signature, name and address. 
           THE MANAGEMENT 


